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PARENT HANDBOOK 
Our Sons and Daughters School 

11 Carroll Street, Sag Harbor NY 11963 
Mailing Address: PO BOX 450, Sag Harbor NY 11963 

PHONE 631.725.1520 
 

Welcome 
We welcome you as a family to the Our Sons and Daughters School community and look 

forward to a strong partnership with you. This handbook will be your guide to our program, its policies 
and its philosophy of education.  It contains our suggestions for making your family’s experience here 
a warm and successful one.  We are pleased that you have chosen OSDS.  Our early childhood 
curriculum differs in some ways from many preschools and kindergartens.  Please read this booklet 
completely; we hope that it will be the beginning of a rich and rewarding relationship for your entire 
family with OSDS. 
 

The Curriculum 
The 3 Rs of our program are reverence, repetition, and rhythm, and it is our aim to provide an 

environment within which a child will become at home within themselves and the world.  Since the 
primary means of learning for this age group is by imitation, we strive to provide a physically beautiful 
setting within which the child engages in meaningful activity with us as adults.  Natural materials are 
chosen for the children’s play and work in order to provide real and true impressions that will nourish 
their sense.  This, we feel, is worthy of a child’s reverent imitation.  

Our Early Childhood Program is truly a children’s garden – a protected childhood space where 
the imagination and creativity of the child will flourish.  Here, surrounded by a warm and caring 
atmosphere, which is respectful of each child’s individuality, children can develop through creative 
play and experiences in the social group. Like a plant, each child can grow at his or her own pace and 
can mature in a strong, balanced and healthy way.  Mother Nature, herself, is one of our oldest and 
most valuable colleagues.  The rich rhythms and impressions of the seasons we experience 
throughout the year are a vital part of our teaching environment.  Here the children experience the 
wonderful varieties of weather – rain, snow, ice, wind, and sun. They rake and jump into leaves in the 
fall, sled and slip and build snowmen in the winter, and welcome the return of flowers, leaves, and 
beloved insects and worms in the spring.  

Play is children’s work and each day the children enjoy two long periods of imaginative play – 
one indoors and one outside.  Children naturally want to share in the practical work for the world 
around them, too. Whether becoming independent in dressing themselves, helping to prepare the 
snack, or crafting something useful, each opportunity to participate in life in an age-appropriate way 
helps a child to develop capacities and skills as a growing human being.  This gives them confidence in 
themselves.  

Our program works out of a daily rhythm that includes snack preparation, snack time, circle 
time and story as well as a significant amount of indoor and outdoor play. Handiwork, gardening, 
cleaning, and caring for our space and its contents are ongoing activities during the free play periods; 
so the weekly rhythm is created and provided for from the beginning of each year. 

Like the seasons, the daily and weekly rhythms of the day soon create a reliable, familiar and 
safe atmosphere.  Here a natural flow between lively social time and quiet individual activities is 
established.  This rhythmic aspect is the healthiest way possible for the young child to establish his or 
her own inner, bodily rhythms of breathing and circulation; rhythms which, we believe, are still 
developing. 
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Arrival/Dismissal 
It is important for the children to arrive on time each day.  Please make an effort to be on time. Please 
enter and exit through the downstairs entrance that opens into the play yard. Please note that only 
persons whom you have authorized at the beginning of each year may pick your child up at the end of 
the day. If you wish someone other than you or the person(s) you have previously authorized to pick 
your child up at the end of the day, you MUST provide written notice. At dismissal time,  please be 
prompt, as the children will be eager to see you and so that we (and especially the child,) do not 
wonder or worry. 

 
Children’s Garden:  The day begins with a flexible drop-off between 8.30 and 8.45,  and ends at 12:30. 
For children enrolled in  After Care, pick up will be at 2:30. 
 
Nursery: The day begins at 8.45, and ends at 11.45. For children enrolled in After Care, pick will be 
2.30.  

 
Rhythm 

The rhythm of the day is carefully planned to support the children on physical, emotional, and 
spiritual levels. We make every effort to provide a calm, quiet atmosphere and we purposefully lay 
out the day to provide alternating experiences of activity and focus.  

The child’s experience will be greatly enhanced if you make an effort to create a calm and 
regular routine for him or her at home.  Although young children need to experience the world 
physically, we recommend that children not be signed up for too many outside programs or events. 
Too much activity and complexity impedes a child’s ability to benefit from what they experience in 
our program.  For those that do participate in other activities, we encourage you to seek 
environments that are similar in their mood and expectation with our program, so your child has a 
sense of continuity and consistency.  We suggest you work toward providing a home rhythm that 
allows for unstructured time, outside play, regular meals together as a family, and a calm, relaxed 
early bedtime routine.  A regular rhythm is nurturing for children and helps them gain a sense of 
security and warmth, which in turn provides a foundation for self-confidence and expanded learning. 

 
What to Keep at Sons and Daughters 

Children’s cubbies should always contain a complete change of dry clothing, including socks, 
underwear, a shirt, pants, and a sweater. Please check often for completeness and update seasonally. 
For little girls who wear dresses, it is important to include a pair of warm leggings or  pants for 
outdoor play in cool weather.  Also each child will need a pair of indoor shoes or slippers, which 
should fit firmly on their feet and not be too slippery. Firmed soled slippers are fine, but we do not 
recommend slipper socks, which tend to fall off children’s feet. Sierratradingpost.com and 
Softstarshoes.com are good resources for children’s indoor shoes. Rubber boots are also strongly 
recommended, as it is often muddy. Please keep rubber boots, rain coat and other rain gear- rain 
pants are strongly recommended- in the children’s cubbies at all times, if possible.  Remember to 
label all clothing and other belongings with each child’s name. Your help in dressing the children 
appropriately is extremely important. What they are wearing influence their mood and their play. 
They need simple practical clothing that does not interfere with climbing, running or just playing. 
Please be aware that outdoor play can also be a messy activity, and dress them in clothing that can 
get dirty and wet while they are outside. They will also need sturdy outdoor shoes, boots are best, 
(please no open –toed sandals or open backed-shoes/clogs).  Warmth is most important—layers of 
clothing can always be removed, but we can’t clothe with what we don’t have. We go out each day in 
rain or shine. Children will also need rainwear, mud and snow boots, mittens and hats (please no 
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umbrellas). We also ask that the children do not have any media paraphernalia, writing or pictures on 
their clothing since it is distracting from the imaginative play we encourage. Natural Fibers such as 
wool, cotton and silk absorb moisture from sweat and prevent a feeling of coldness on the skin when 
moisture evaporates. Smart wool is a good product that does not seem to be itchy, but if you look for 
Merino Wool (a good resource is Nordicwoolens.com) it will help the children remain warm and dry 
throughout the cold months.  
 
 
The following is a checklist, which may help you plan for clothing needs: 
 
Cool weather: 
Wool hat and gloves/mittens* wool or cotton undershirt* wool or cotton socks or tights* pants, shirt 
and sweater* outdoor jacket or coat with hood* snow pants whenever there is any snow is on the 
ground* rain coat, rain boots and  rain pants  
 
Warm weather: 
Sunhat with full brim* cotton undershirt* wool/cotton shirt and sweater* outdoor jacket and 
raingear* cotton socks* sunscreen on all exposed areas * rain coat, rain boots and rain pants 
 

What Not to Bring to Sons and Daughters 
We ask that you do not bring toys, books, or other playthings from home.  Children love to exchange 
treasures with one another, but it is better if this activity takes place in your home, with your 
approval.  Please be sure that the children do not bring cough drops, candy, gum or treasures of any 
kind as this often  creates unhappiness. 
 

Food/Nutrition 
Preparing and enjoying morning snack are essential activities in your child’s preschool day.  Food is 
more than just calories.  In addition to providing nourishment for the body, food also nourishes the 
sense as well as the soul. As a young child’s senses are still developing, we hope to stimulate the 
sense without overwhelming them. Wholesome foods provide a myriad of subtle flavors, colors, 
textures, and aromas, unlike processed and artificially flavored foods.  The senses are further 
nourished with a beautifully set table, a verse of thanks, and a quiet, yet joyful mood.  In this warm 
space, a child can take in the social and nutritional value of snack time. 
For those children who will be enrolling in the extended day program we request that a simple and 
wholesome packed bag lunch is provided, in a lunch box free of commercial logos, photographs or 
animated or cartoon characters. Lunches should be well-balanced and wholesome and we request 
that food does not contain artificial flavors or dyes. Please do not send sugary sweets or desserts of 
any kind.  
 

Parent Conferences 
Communication is an essential ingredient in the success of your child’s participation at OSDS. 

We will keep you informed of both general activities we do and about anything of a special nature 
that may concern the child, we both welcome and expect you to do the same.  If you have any 
concerns or questions of any kind, or if anything changes in your home life or routine, please share 
this with your child’s  teacher.  Time for annual parent conferences is set aside on the calendar, but 
conferences may be scheduled at any time, at the request of the parent or of the teacher.  

It is our hope and expectation that you will participate in the life of our community in as many 
ways as you can.  You will receive notices throughout the year about events and activities for the 
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whole community. 
When we send a letter or an article home, please take the time to read it carefully.  Several 

times during the year, meetings and parent lectures will be scheduled.  It is expected that at least one 
member of each child’s family attend these meetings.  They are planned thoughtfully to support you 
and your child’s experience with us. 
 

Birthdays 
We respect each child’s birthday as a festival to be celebrated. On each birthday there will be 

a special celebration and we will invite the child’s parents to join us for this.  Your child’s teacher will 
contact you regarding birthday plans: what to bring, when to come and so on.  
 

The Importance of Warmth 
We all know that if children are to grow into happy, healthy individuals, it is essential to wrap 

them in the warmth of our love. For the young child, physical warmth is just as important.  Children 
are developing their bodies during the first seven years of their lives. At the same time they have not 
yet fully developed their sense of warmth and may not realize when they are cold. Being cold can also 
decrease their immunity and make them more susceptible to germs and viruses. By dressing our 
children in layers of natural fabrics such as cotton, wool and silk, we help them develop with a sense 
of nurture which helps strengthen their natural immunity and lays healthy foundation. 
 

Festivals 
Celebrating festivals is one way that children can experience and participate in the rhythms of 

nature and of the changing seasons.  It also connects them to the deepest elements of our common 
humanity.  We hope to awaken in the children an overall sense of reverence, joy and wonder through 
our festival celebrations.  

In order to be sensitive to a wide variety of cultures and beliefs, we like to focus on the 
common aspects among festivals such as love, light, family, food, and simple rituals.  By looking at the 
underlying reason behind a particular festival we can then translate the celebration into activities that 
are meaningful and age-appropriate for young children.  Typically these include stories, food, games, 
songs, and simple crafts.  We ardently strive to avoid the commercial aspects of the holidays.  Families 
may volunteer to provide a special snack for those festivals that coincide with our holidays or to bring 
to our notice any occasion that is important to their own tradition. 
 

Media and Toys  
We seek to unleash the strong imaginative and creative powers of children. Especially in the 

young child, these capacities are readily apparent when parents watch children turn a colander into a 
hat or a piece of wool into a tea cup. For many parents, this is one of the strong appeals of our 
program. They recognize that unfettered play enables their child to use their imagination to create 
new ideas, to solve problems, and to recognize their own abilities to shape the world around them.  

For this reason, we encourage free play and the use of “unfinished” play objects. Here, 
parents can see the children make interesting and totally new uses for pieces of wood, stone, wool, 
silks, etc. These simple things can become anything in the eye and the mind of a young child. Sons and 
Daughters encourages parents to extend this approach to the home environment.  
 
This may include:  

1. Making time at home for unstructured play.  
2. Providing at home “unfinished” toys or household items  for play 
3. Limiting exposure to media at home, including television, videos and computer games.  
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Many parents are already doing this, finding that allowing children to play and imagine comes 

very naturally. Indeed making sure the child’s play area at home is ‘baby-proofed’ is the first step to 
becoming comfortable with unstructured play. Then parents can feel more comfortable with simply 
observing the child and providing warmth and support when needed.  
Some parents have concerns about the ‘media policy’ recommended by Waldorf and find limiting a 
child’s exposure to media to be challenging. This is particularly so if the child constantly seeks adult 
attention whilst the parent or caregiver may be attempting to do something else, such as cooking 
dinner. This is a common issue among parents with young children.  

But children are remarkably flexible and can get as used to having the TV off as they may have 
become to having it on. They are excited by their own capabilities, which they can discover through 
their own active play, and not by watching a TV that often renders them numb and “glued” to the set. 
Television, videos, and computer games are a barrier to creative play because they present the child 
with fully manifested ‘shows’ that leave no room for the young mind to contribute. So, if we seek to 
support the development of a child’s own initiative and creativity, we need to limit anything that 
dampens the discovery of their own abilities, imaginative powers, and enjoyment.  

At OSAD, we seek to support parents in striving toward these ideals of encouraging children’s 
play and freedom. We recognize that our world is media-rich and parents may find it hard to be 100% 
‘compliant’ with this approach. But working together, we can support one another at home and at 
Sons and Daughters. Feel free to talk with us if you want help with free play and weaning a child from 
media.  

 
Discipline for the Young Child 

Discipline for the young child can be approached on several levels.  At OSDS we strive to 
create a positive, emotionally calm atmosphere where the adults are setting consistent limits. 
Children learn through imitation. We strive to provide an environment worthy of the child’s imitation. 
Warmth, humor, and predictable daily rhythms are just a few tools that help create an atmosphere 
where children can learn and grow.  We strive to be present with all the children at all times 
throughout the day, ready to redirect a child to prevent a difficult situation before it begins.  Children 
are helped to right a wrong situation and care for a child whom they might have harmed.  The 
children experience being a part of a family where everyone is respected and everyone is expected to 
be caring and respectful of others.  

We are dedicated to working with parents to help create a home life where discipline and 
calm prevail. We know this can be a challenging task. We are happy to share our impressions and 
experience to work with individual families. The young child needs a healthy rhythm and a simple, 
slow pace to develop healthy habits. When the world feels safe and predictable, children feel more 
secure, less stressed and less likely to act out. We are in partnership with you to help the child grow 
and develop into a self-disciplined person.  

If a child displays ongoing aggressive or negative behavior, your child’s teacher will arrange for 
a meeting to discuss this behavior.  Problems are best solved when there is collaboration between the 
parents and ourselves.  Parents are asked to share with teachers any circumstances that might affect 
the child’s behavior such as family issues, visitors at home, illnesses, etc.  Teachers will work with the 
family to understand the child’s difficulties and come together to form a consistent plan to address 
issues at home and at OSDS..  

Please do not hesitate to contact your child’s teacher with any concerns or issues preferably.  

 
Snow Days  

We will follow Sag Harbor School District’s snow closures . Parents will be notified of Weather 
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Related Closings through email.   Please check local radio and TV stations or the internet during 
inclement weather.  

 
Organizational Structure and Volunteering  

As a young community, OSDS functions through the joint efforts of our faculty, the Board of 
Trustees and the Parent Community. We are deeply dependent upon the efforts of families in our 
community to maintain and grow our program and realize our mission for our Initiative. We are 
literally building this Initiative together. Participating in the life of the community enriches your own 
experience, as well as that of your child. Our Parent Volunteer Coordinator is Elizabeth Karsch; please 
contact her at 516.398.7856 if you are interested in serving our community.  
 

The Board of Trustees  
The Board meets regularly to oversee the management of the business side of Our Sons and 

Daughters, including all financial, legal and facility matters. The Board works in collaboration with 
faculty and parents to ensure the mission of the Initiative is carried out in accordance with our 
by-laws and agreed upon goals and objectives. The Board typically meets monthly  to review the 
administration and move things forward. We seek to create an open community where information 
and decision-making is transparent to all. We encourage families with questions, concerns or 
suggestions to speak directly to members of the board so they can be addressed straightforwardly.  

Current board members include Maggie Touchette, Meggan Gill, Mary Lee, and Holly Maran. 
You can find contact information for board members at the end of this handbook.  

 
Administrative Committee  

The  Administrative Committee, a subsection of the board,  works in conjunction with the 
school director in handling the day-to-day business of the school. Currently serving on the 
Administrative Committee is Mary Lee. To contact the Administrative Committee, send an email to 
mary@oursonsanddaughters.org 
 

School Director  
The Director works in service of the Mission of the school. In collaboration with the faculty as 

a whole, he/or she guides the pedagogy, curriculum development, teacher evaluation and mentoring, 
and admission work. He or she implements policies approved by the Board, plans and budgets, 
manages human resources, and facilitates and ensures the smooth daily operations of the school. 
 
 

Tuition  
The Parents understand that their obligation to pay fees for the entire  annual program year is 

unconditional and that no portion of such fees paid or outstanding will be refunded or cancelled or 
excused in the event of the Child’s absence, withdrawal, suspension, or dismissal from the  Our Sons 
& Daughters program. 
 
 2016-2017 Tuition:  
 
Children’s Garden: 
Half-day program (8:30am - 12:30pm) 
$8,300.00 three days per week 
$9,990.00 five days per week 
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AfterCare  (12.30pm - 2:30pm) 
2 Days (Monday and Wednesday) $1400 
4 Days ( Monday - Thursday) $2500  

Nursery 
Half-day (8.45- 11.45)  
2 Days (Tuesdays and Thursday) $5225 
3 Days (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) $7700 
 
AfterCare (11.45- 2.30)  
2 Days (Tuesdays and Thursdays) $2000 
  
Payment must be made through TADS.com. Please visit TADS.com for more information. Questions 
regarding tuition should be directed to inga@oursonsanddaughters.org.  
 
NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATORY POLICY AS TO STUDENTS 
 
Our Sons and Daughters School admits students of any race to all the rights, privileges, 
programs and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school. Our 
Sons and Daughters does not discriminate on the basis of race in administration of its 
educational policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan programs, or athletic or other 
school-administered programs. 
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More Resources:  
For more information on Waldorf Education:  
 
WECAN (Waldorf Early Childhood Association of North America): 
www.waldorfearlychildhood.org  
 
AWSNA (Association of Waldorf Schools of America):  www.whywaldorfworks.org 
 
Booklist:  

You are your child’s first teacher, Rahima Baldwin 
Your Baby and Child from Birth to Age 5, Penelope Leach 
In a Nutshell, Nancy Foster 
Free to Learn, Lynne Oldfield 
The Incarnating Child, Joan Salter 
Work and Play in Early Childhood, Freya Jaffe 
A Child’s Work: The importance of fantasy play, Vivian Gussin Paley  
Navigating the Terrain of Childhood, Jack Petrash 
Dear Parent, Magda Gerber 
Children of the Cyclops, Keith Buzzard 

 
Materials and Toys:  
 
NOVA NATURALS: www.novanaturals.com 
MAGIC CABIN: www. magiccabin.com 
PAPER, SCISSORS and STONE: www.waldorfsupplies.com 
EARTH GUILD: www.earthguild.com 
SMART WOOL: www.smartwool.com 
NORDIC WOOLENS. www.nordicwoollens.com 
KIDS KONSERVE (lunch boxes): www.kidskonserve.com  
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Contact Information 
 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES  
Meggan Harrison: meggan@brooklynwaldorf.org 
Mary Lee: marydavislee@gmail.com 
Holly Maran: hollymaran@gmail.com 
Maggie Touchette: maggie.touchette@gmail.com 
 
FACULTY  
School Director and Children’s Garden Teacher: Maggie Touchette 
maggie.touchette@gmail.com, 518.265.9423 
 
Nursery Teacher: Holly Maran 
 hollymaran@gmail.com, 631.725.3651 
 
Parent/Child Teacher & Early Childhood Assistant Teacher: Andi Pisacano 
 andilpisa@gmail.com, 631.332.0950 
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